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Editor's Note: We've updated this article with photos of personal products, as well as the recently discovered Asus Chromebook Flip C434. CES 2019 is here, and Asus showcased its four new Chromebooks just before the Las Vegas supershow officially begins. Asus's original press release range included the 9.7-inch Chromebook CT100, the 11.6-inch
Chromebook C204, the convertible Chromebook flip C214, and the built-in 14-inch Chromebook C403. However, we'll get to see a new Chromebook that will land on the premium side of the fence, the Asus Chromebook Flip C434. ASUS CES 2019 Chromebook Specs Asus Chromebook PC100Ass Chromebook C204 / Flip C214Asus Chromebook
C403Asus Chromebook Flip C434Display (inches, pixels) 9.7-inch, 2048 x 153611.6-inch, 1366 x 76814-inch, 1366 x 768 (non-touch options)14-inch, 1920 xscreenscsTouchYesOptional (C204); Yes (C214)NoYesWeight1.3 pounds2.7 pounds3.8 poundsProcessorOP1 Hexa-coreIntel Celeron N4000Intel Celeron N3350Intel Core i7-8500YGraphicsMali-
T864Integrated Intel HD Graphics 600Integrated Intel HD Graphics 500Intel UMA GraphicsMemoryUp to 4GB (C204); Up to 8GB (C214)Up to 4GBUp to 8GBStorageUp to 32GB32GB (C204); 64GB (C214)32GB128GBPorts1x USB Type-C, microSD, headphone jack2x USB Type-C (both), 2x USB 3.1 (C204), 1x USB 3.1 (C214), microSD, headphone jack2x
USB Type-C, 2x USB 3.1, microSD, headphone jack1x USB Type-C, 64GB (both), 2x USB 3.1 (C204), 1x USB 3.1 (C214), microSD, headphone jack2x USB Type-C, 2x USB 3.1, microSD, headphones jack1x USB Type-C, 1x USB 3.1, microSD, headphone jack, lock slotDimensions9.4 x 6.8 x 0.4 inches11.5 x 7.8 x 0.77 to 0 79 inches13.5 x 9.2 x 0.8
inches12.6 x 8.0 x 0.6 inches Asus Chromebook Tablet CT100The Chromebook Tablet CT100 is Asus's first Chrome OS slate, and the company is looking to make it drop impervious to a rubberizing chassis that has nominal falls of up to 3 feet and 3 inches high. It features a 9.7-inch 2048 x 1536-pixel screen. We're not sure how fast to expect it to be, as the
CT100 runs on the OP1 Hexa-core CPU, which Asus claims to have made Chromebooks and mali-T864 GPU. The tablet will have up to 4GB of RAM and 32GB of storage. Hopefully Google solves Chrome OS laggy touch issues before this model ships. The Asus Chromebook C204, C214 FlipAsus Chromebook C204 succeeds in chromebook C202, and
0.77 inches thick, it's thinner than its 0.88-inch thick. Looks to offer similar durability, though, with a rubberd chassis with a thick corner bumper and leak and fake-resistant keyboard. The C204 focuses on improved input, with an optional touch screen (which the C202 did) and keys that feature a 1.5 millimeter travel handy typing. This model packs 4GB of
RAM and Celeron N4000 CPU, dual USB 3.1 ports and dual USB Type-C ports. It is supposed to last all day long thanks to its 50 watt-hour battery, but Asus did not provide a battery life rating. The convertible ASUS Chromebook Flip C214 is a step up from the C204, with 2-in-1 design. As long as it has the same uneven chassis and Asus gave it a durable
360 degree hinge. The C214 has also got a selection of stylus and slots, so kids have no reason to lose them. The C214 is also similar to the C204 for specs, with the same Celeron N4000 processor (an upgrade to the N4100 will be available). It will also offer twice as much memory and memory with (8GB of RAM and 64GB of eMMC). And although it also
has two USB Type-C ports, it has only one USB 3.1 port. Asus also moved the world-facing camera to the lower right corner of the palm rest, as the previous pre-keyboard area proved easily obscure. Asus Chromebook C403Stiem that want a larger, bolder Chromebook, the C403 is a 14-inch laptop that measures 13.5 x 9 x 0.8 inches, a shape factor that the
company promises is no bigger than a textbook, and easily fits into any bag or backpack. Like its siblings, the C403 features rugged exteriors and keyboard bumps and leaks, respectively, but its hinge only rotates 180 degrees (not a full 360) into lay flat mode so that children can tower over while they touch its screen. The C403 will include a Celeron N3350
processor, up to 4GB of RAM, 32GB of memory, dual USB Type-C ports and dual USB 3.1 ports. Asus Chromebook Flip C434Si not a fan of plastic and chunky design for some sharp other Chromebooks, Asus also offers a Chromebook Flip C434, which sports a sleek, aluminum chassis that measures just 0.6 inches thin and weighs only 3.2 pounds. And
you don't have to worry about accidentally dropping it on your way to class either – that chassis is MIL-STD-810G tested. The Chromebook flip C434 can get you up to the Core i7-8500Y processor, 8GB of RAM and 128GB of eMMC storage, which will tear up any Google Doc you throw at it. On top of that you'll also get a vibrant 14-inch, 1080p panel with a
relatively slim bezels that's perfect for watching movies in your spare time. The keyboard felt nice and bouncy as I typed on it, which is definitely an improvement upon many other Chromebook with lower key travel. We can expect the Chromebook Flip C434 to launch sometime between late March and early April, starting at $550. Stay tuned for our full
review and criteria, as well as more CES 2019 coverage. Should I buy a Chromebook? Buying Guide and Advice Our editors independently explore, test, and recommend the best products; You can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions for purchases made from our chosen links. If you need a fast and versatile machine for
everyday tasks like email or streaming media, the best chromebooks can only be used in these areas. All laptops are portable, but Chromebooks are really designed to go anywhere (like a smartphone) and offer access to everything you need as long as you have a stable Wi-Fi connection and a Google Account. And since Chromebooks are running chrome
OS that is entirely browser-based and not bogged down in software bloat, will enjoy super-fast boot times and handy cloud storage. While the can't install any software like Photoshop or Microsoft Word, Chrome extensions can make some of your usual or favorite tasks easier. You also have access to the Google Play Store and compatible apps. Because
Chromebooks are highly intelligent, automatically updated, and have built-in virus protection, they offer a comfortable level of security and are often very reasonably priced, which makes them great laptops for college students and younger students. More sophisticated models enhance convenience with large high-resolution displays, 2 in one conversion, and
sliver support for presentations and projects, or streaming your favorite media. There are plenty of Chromebooks to choose from, but Google Pixelbook Go is our first choice because it's all that Chromebooks do in a polished and value-rich way. It boasts an elegant and lightweight build that has an ultra-portable, fast and reliable wireless connection, an
impressive camera and a durable battery that will take you through at least 12 hours of work or streaming, and possibly longer. Other top cloggings in our list of the best Chromebooks include excel special needs, whether it's for business needs, appropriate budget, or convertability. The final verdict of Google Pixelbook Go is the top-rated Chromebook on our
list because it has a long list of valuable features. It's elegantly designed but lightweight, offering high-quality webcams that are rare, stable fast performance, and stellar battery life on Chromebooks. Our runner-up, Asus Chromebook Flip C434 shares similar strengths with our top pick. The Flip C434 boasts a large display and 360-degree flexibility for
multiple modes of use and an elegant aluminum design with reputable day-long battery power. Yoona Wagener is a technology and marketing writer. She has tested wearables, peripherals and laptops for Lifewire, including HP Chromebook 11 and Samsung Chromebook 3. Jeremy Laukkonen has written about technology's biggest trade publications for
years and has written for Lifewire since 2019. As a general technology, he includes products in all categories, including phones, laptops, desktops, and Chromebooks. He personally owns the Asus Vivobook Flip 14 and HP Spectre x360 15t. He reviewed several Chromebooks on this list, but especially liked the design, display and battery life of Acer
Chromebook R11 Andy Zahn since 2019 and covered a wide range of products, including laptops and Chromebooks. As an avid outdoorsman, he was a fan of the additional transferability offered by the Lenovo Chromebook C330 and HP Chromebook x360. Ajay Kumar is tech editor at Lifewire and has spent seven years reviewing all kinds of products
including tablets, laptops and Chromebooks. He personally owns and enjoys using the Asus Chromebook C302CA to write his novel and watch a bit of Netflix. Taylor Clemons has three years of experience on consumer technology and video game outlets, such as and GameSkinny. She has also worked in e-commerce, product management and digital
marketing, allowing her to break down technical terms into an easy-to-understand language. Chromebooks have come a long way since the first models hit the shelves in 2011. While these early models certainly had their flaws, the pioneering Chromebook was a game-changers set up in the laptop industry, offering consumers a quality machine with ample
cloud storage at competitive prices. Over the next few years since this initial rollout, Chromebooks have evolved exponentially and are now far more than a basic option for web browsing and minimal word processing tasks. Today, when more people work remotely, Chromebooks are an increasingly optional option for business professionals working from a
home office or café. These more than capable laptops do not all work and do not play by any means. Many of the latest Chromebook iterations on the shelves also serve as a versatile multimedia platform, easily switching from a standard cover laptop to a light tablet in no time. Thus, 2-in-1 laptops are ideal for more informal offerings, such as streaming
favorite shows and playing apps. Before you're always on a specific Chromebook, we recommend that you understand your preferences and needs accurately. As the impulse buyer knows, a snoring decision during the shopping process could leave you with a woefully inadequate machine. Personal preferences and computing needs will play a key role in the
decision-making process, so first know what you need. For example, a busy student on the move who is forever collecting their Chromebook with a backpack or bag may prefer a compact, lightweight model. If this computer is for a child, it can be wise to shop around for a durable model with thoughtful design touches such as drop protection and reinforced
exterio. With these concepts in mind, we've cooked the basics and opened up this buying guide to help you during the shopping process and help you make the right decision when you buy your next Chromebook. Without further ado, let's take a digital dive into our ultimate Chromebook buying guide. Lifewire/Andrew Hayward In recent years, we have
witnessed a regular electronic version of the Cambrian explosion during a niche laptop computing market. As consumers have added special ebook readers, tablets and more of their portable electronics to the treming, manufacturers have been looking to encourage consumers by offering a variety of 2-in-1 and even 4-in-1 models. That means there are
many skillful and capable multifunctional Chromebooks on the market today. For those looking for a Chromebook with tablet potential, some models include 360-degree hinges that allow the Chromebook to bring the roof back and convert it completely. There are even Chromebooks with fully removable displays to help lighten the load when it's on your tablet
Top manoeuvrability level (and also price) Pixelbook Pixelbook quickly switch from tablet to laptop to fun mode. Then again, this eye-catching model costs almost grand, much more than affordable 2-in-1 features like the Chromebook Flip series. For other design specifications, especially parents, parents may want to search for a Chromebook designed to
heat up and continue computing. Some models on the market are built with depreciable keyboard and rubberd external components. Other rugged extras include drop protection and Gorilla Glass shells for extra durability. If your Chromebook will be a child's backpack in-and-out several times a day, check out the Chromebook designed to effectively absorb
the inevitable fall. (In all fairness, many of us are guilty of eating lunch on our laptops every now and then, so a leak-resistant keyboard is practically a must for most at this point.) In addition, there is also an aesthetic element involved in the purchase decision for some buyers. And while most Chromebooks are largely plastic outer shells there are more
elegant models on the market with MacBook-esque aluminum builds like the Asus Chromebook Flip we recently reviewed. Regardless of your overall preferences, the overall design and functionality of the decision is a great starting point for shoppers as it will help streamline the rest of the process and save you invaluable time. Lifewire/Jordan Provost Size
and Weight Whether you're a busy business professional or college student going from class to class because in the realm of laptop computing, portability is key. Larger screens will make a much better personal home theater for media viewing, however, these extremely bulky builds can be a pain to lug around, even in the most ergonomic backpack. Smaller
lightweight 2-in-1 devices may be more suitable for younger children, especially if these units are also intended for use during the school day. Overall, a slimmer convertible for 2-in-1 Chromebooks makes it much less cumbersome for everyday home use. Again, this is largely preferential detail, but one that is definitely worth noting nonetheless. Screen
features (touchscreens, resolution, display types) Choosing the right screen is one of the most important decisions for anyone who has built a new laptop. Some Chromebooks on the market today have massive 15-inch displays, perfect for gaming or use throughout the home as a mobile mini-home theater. Larger full HD screens will offer beautiful high-
definition clarity for stunning media viewing, however these units are not exactly portable laptops out there. As a result, many will prefer a smaller screen, and there are plenty of travel-friendly 10-inch displays to do the trick. Lifewire/Jordan Provost There are other more technical factors to keep in mind as well. For example, reflective displays are included on
some devices, such as samsung chromebook 3. Smaller Chromebooks are often quite resolutions and those looking for a sharper display may prefer to make a leap to a model with 920x1080 resolution. To adjust to multiple viewing angles and greater clarity in direct sunlight, you may need to consider the Airplane Switching (ISPs) panel. Finally,
Chromebooks with 2 equals as touchscreen tablets are very popular, especially among children. Some of these touchscreen models have reinforced Gorilla Glass screens to reduce the risk of scuffs, scratches and all-out s shatters. Port Development's personal laptop has seen quite a lot of changes over the past decade. Manufacturers are slowly switching
from classic USB-A thinner USB-C ports to adapting to increasingly compact laptops. Can you manage free USB-Ports? Do you absolutely need a microSD slot? Extended memory ports la microSD are ideal for convenient plug-in and playback maneuverability with downloaded Google Play apps and other media files. Either way, be sure to check the spec
page before you smash the Add Cart button, as a missing port or two could be the main deal breaker for some. With a view of these particular specs can be a fatal mistake that will quickly transform your Chromebook into a regular dongle party in no time. For those who want to use a dual monitor many want a special HDMI port, although it is not entirely
necessary with a Chromebook cast. This feature allows you to cast your full screen or separate tab on a compatible TV. In general, understand your port needs at first and then shop with these in mind. Lifewire/James Huenink Processors CPU known more colloquially than simply processor is essentially your Chromebook brain. The necessary sophistication
of this brain will squarely depend on how you plan to use the computer on a typical day or even during rare bursts (we're looking at you seasonal-rye gamers). For example, more sophisticated Intel Core processors are better suited for a high-definition streaming video session. Individuals looking for more bare essentials processor will be just fine with a
slower CPU. Many people just need a Chromebook such as web browsing, some word processing operations and casual streaming video, however those who want to use an ever expanding list of compatible apps will need a more powerful processor. Memory RAM (random access memory) is also a major consideration for anyone on the market for a new
Chromebook. Many of the models included in this roundup come with 4GB of RAM, which is enough for standard web browsing and streaming, however those who regularly play more intense games so it will require more RAM (usually 12GB minimum) on their devices to optimize performance and reduce frustrating lag times. (Take it from us, don't pwn
yourself either short-changing or overlooking your RAM needs.) Video editing programs will also take a lot more swimmingly with more RAM available onboard. the brimming of browsers with bountiful open tabs will also greatly appreciate the improved performance of the Chromebook with ample RAM. Internal memory One of the best known perks when
choosing a Chromebook is included in 100GB of Google Drive storage. Regardless, many people still prefer to save media and other files locally, and this number of magic gigabytes will be different for each user. For a regular comparative digital vault, the aforementioned Google Pixelbook touts 128GB of internal flash storage, which is much more than the
average Chromebook on the market. Many of the models included in this list have either 32GB or 64GB of available storage. In total, 64 GB of internal memory for some may be a little light, but it certainly depends on your digital appetite. It is important to remember that larger downloads quickly gobble up this limited site. Those who need regular access and
store massive media files such as graphic illustrators will need more space to work with. Lifewire/Andy Zahn Battery life how long will the Chromebook last between recharging? This is an important issue for many consumers because most of us know all-to-well despair, which is necessary to painstakingly lug the computer over to the nearest outlet for a little
juice. Fortunately, many of the Chromebook models available today offer excellent battery life that allows you to easily run full-time with enough power to eliminate with a small stream in the evening for a single charge. In fact, one of the models we tested touted more than 13 hours of use for a single charge. Again, not everyone will need this kind of strength
for some, but some folks will definitely appreciate it. With full battery life, parents can be sure that the child's computer will pick up a full school day, even if they forgot to pack the charger. Connections For those who want to sync all their wireless gadgets with their laptops, Bluetooth connectivity is required. This means that most Chromebooks will work with
Bluetooth, however not all devices on the market do so. Again, Chromebooks are highly dependent on the Internet, so of course internet connection is important. Fortunately, many models come with 802.11ac Wi-Fi offering blazing fast compared to some other models with 802.11n. Webcams At one point, webcams were a huge novelter component for
desktop and laptop users. However, in a world where more and more of us work remotely and use different apps to interact with our friends in different cities, webcams are a necessity for many consumers in 2020. Unfortunately, not all Chromebooks have a webcam. If you're telecommuting to an office or wanting to interact face to face over the interwebs, the
webcam is a must. Be sure to check the specs for these cameras as well. Some cameras can only whiske grainy, low quality video, but models with more advanced HD webcams are suitable for professional settings. Lifewire / Andy Zahn Zahn standard laptop buying guide checklist, the timeless debate about preferential operating systems (OS) is at least
canceled from this particular decision. This is because Google Chrome OS is launched on Chromebooks. As an added bonus, Google will automatically (and pretty quickly if we can add) update the OS as they are available, further simplifying the process. This operating system is a little more similar to Windows than MacOS, however, if you're used to
traversing a standard Chrome browser, acclimating chrome OS is easy enough. There are many Chromebook manufacturers to choose from, each with its own niche market. Although Chromebooks were once marketed as basic budget options, these models are now peppered across the price spectrum. Regardless, there are still plenty of affordable models
to choose from, and Samsung offers one of the best econo models with its Chromebook 3 Chromebook. For those who just can't imagine running the world without their favorite digital assistant, you should consider pixelbook with Google Assistant, which is already built in. If your main consideration is longevity, Dell has assembled one of the beefier builds on
the market with your Inspiron Chromebook 11 3181. The not-so-bouny model certainly prioritizes longevity over compact transferability, but this model is born in a backpack and can certainly take a direct hit, although most can exclude some buyers. Lifewire/Jonno Hill Modern is increasingly remote in the workplace, business professionals and teleworkers
are looking for highly portable devices with outstanding performance. In the end, the Asus Chromebook Flip C302CA our pick for the best Chromebook 2020 Chromebook. As an added bonus, the very responsive touchscreen is ideal for individual projects and even for a little leisurely app playback. Quality engineering, thoughtful design touches and
aesthetic appeal round-out this solid across-the-board Chromebook. Again, there are currently dozens of quality Chromebooks to choose from, and this is the real kicker when it comes to buying a new Chromebook: everyone will have their own hopes and tastes. As the saying goes, there are simply different keystrokes for different folks. There is no one-
size-fits-all Chromebook on the market, although the jack-of-all-trades Chromebook do have a wide appeal to generalizing. However, specialized professionals and rabid gamers will need to shop around with features and performance parameters in mind. As you digitally window shopping, remember to give this spec page a long, hard look before making that
final decision, and if in doubt, use your buying guide training. Our advice will not drive you wrong. Wrong.
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